
Maintain an overview at all times and in all places.

RDS Connected
Digital solutions for emergency organizations.



Rosenbauer – RDS Connected

RDS Connected Hardware

RDS Connected Fleet

RDS Connected Drones

Software has become an indispensable part of modern vehicles. 
At Rosenbauer, digital solutions help both in use and in its prepa-
ration and follow-up, as well as the monitoring and maintenance 
of the fleet of vehicles and equipment.
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RDS Connected – Rosenbauer

The RDS Connected System 

 � RDS Connected Fleet 
Comprehensive fleet and equipment management. 

 � RDS Connected Hardware 
Telematics modules and trackers in vehicles,  
operational tablets and holders.

 � RDS Connected Command 
Operations management system from alarm to  
post-operational briefing.

 � RDS Connected Drones 
Support for operations with drones with visual  
thermal imaging cameras.

The RDS Connected portfolio has been specifically developed for the tasks of 
the fire service and emergency crews and, in conjunction with our vehicles and 
equipment, supports their daily work. These digital solutions also include video 
drones as well as command tablets, which help to keep track of what is happe-
ning at all times and in all places.

Digital solutions for the fire service.

One name, one promise: Rosenbauer

For over 150 years, Rosenbauer has been a pioneer and a partner for emer-
gency personnel. We are the only company to specialize in providing practi-
cal solutions for all decisive moments in fire and disaster protection. From 
preventive fire protection to vehicles for every scenario, from digital applica-
tions to personal and technical equipment. Rosenbauer covers it all with its 
expertise and experience as a system provider.  
For Rosenbauer, perfection means staying on the front foot. For example, we 
set new standards in fire and disaster protection with technologically advan-
ced innovations. Through intensive discussions with our customers, we find 
exactly the right solution and are on location when needed. Worldwide. We do 
everything to ensure that you are optimally equipped when it matters. 

RDS Connected Command

RDS Connected.
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Driver's logbook
RDS Connected Fleet automatically documents all journeys 
and incidents during the journey. Similarly, warnings are 
given if journeys have not been recorded.

Live location and geofencing 
Connected Fleet shows in real time where the vehicles in 
the fleet are located. This makes it clear at a glance which 
vehicle is closest to the scene, or whether it is outside the 
response area.

Simple self management
To make it easier to organise work on vehicles and equip-
ment, access to Connected Fleet can be assigned to 
individual crew members. A well thought-out rights system 
shows them everything they need - and only that.

Logbook

Check lists

Task management

RDS Connected Fleet.

Everything in sight.

Which vehicles are ready for operation and where are they? 
How much operating and extinguishing agent such as fuel, 
water, foam etc. is on board? Which maintenance tasks 
have already been completed? RDS Connected Fleet pro-
vides answers to these questions and is therefore the entry 
into the digital firehouse. 

Live and always accessible

RDS Connected Fleet not only provides real-time information 
on the status of the operational fleet, but also logs vehicle-
related data, including error messages, for post-operational 
briefings. Fire services thus have a complete overview of 
their vehicle fleet and the associated equipment.

RDS Connected Fleet provides an overview of the status of 
all vehicles and components, including a live display of the 
operating resources. Thanks to intelligent message manage-
ment, notifications are ranked according to urgency.

Fleet management

Live vehicle data

101056
Notiz
Fire brigades thus have a complete overview of their vehicle fleet and the associated equipment via their own dashboard.
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Geofencing

Logbook

Check lists

Checklists
Simplifying and digitalising standard processes is the key to 
sustainable emergency response organisations. By creating 
your own checklists for e.g. daily shift handovers, weekly fire 
extinguisher assessments or annual visual checks. Connect-
ed Fleet reminds and warns when issues are not processed 
or checks are negative.

Task management
Connected Fleet supports structured work through a well 
thought-out internal ticket system, as well as simple report-
ing of incidents or distribution of work to responsible per-
sons. The most important information and status are avail-
able at a glance and the fleet is always ready for operation. 
This means the end of whiteboards, todo lists and messenger 
messages. 

Fire services have the complete 
overview of their vehicle fleet and the 
associated equipment.
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Navigation with Connected Drive
When connected to a host computer, RDS Connected Drive 
automatically takes over the coordinates and address data 
for route calculation and offers voice-guided navigation 
tailored to the needs of emergency crews.

Operational messenger
The integrated messenger function facilitates the exchange 
of information in an operation - within a closed network 
across all end devices.

Situational view, position guidance
Incoming alarm data provides information about the current 
situation at the scene, and marks the location on the digital 
situation map. The situational view shows the current situ-
ation such as hydrants, buildings, hazards and the develop-
ment at the operational scene. In addition to the position 
of emergency crews in real time and the display of the 
operational environment, tactical signs and graphic symbols 
are also available for position guidance and the identifica-
tion of danger zones.

Messenger

A quick overview of current operational data
The RDS Connected Command Alarm Monitor provides an 
overview of the alarm as soon as it arrives at the firehouse. 
The visualisation of the initial information can be individu-
ally designed and adapted to the requirements of the opera-
tional unit. 

Alarm data

Connected drive

Location management

Automatic alarm data transfer for 
alarms to the RDS Connected App, 
the operational leader's tablet and 
the alarm monitor.
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RDS Connected Command.

With the RDS Connected Command solutions from Rosenbauer, all the neces-
sary operational information is available in a bundle - from alarm and navigation 
data to information relevant to decision-making such as fire protection plans, 
hazardous substance data, checklists or vehicle rescue maps. 

Everything for the operation.

Alarm data
The alarm data transmitted by the command center summa-
rises the most important information about the operation. 
Operational scene and date, as well as further details such 
as alarm keywords or notes.

Checklists and standard operational rules
Checklists and standard operational rules are the ideal tool 
for keeping an overview.

Fire protection plans and building data
From a simple building data sheets to a comprehensive 
fire protection plan: RDS Connected Command manages 
specific information, fire protection plans or maps, images 
and notes for each building, which can be stored on the 
situation map for individual buildings.

Hazardous material data
To know about risks and the correct handling of any 
dangerous goods, RDS Connected Command provides 
integrated access to the hazardous materials databases.

Operational preparation

RDS Connected Command is the central hub for the han-
dling and provision of all operation-relevant information 
such as water supply points, building data/plans, data 
sheets, checklists, standard deployment rules, etc. The 
data is stored within a centralized DataCenter and is thus 
always available in secure form. They are synchronised 
live on end devices, and are then also available offline. 
This means that all information is always up to date at the 
scene.

All this data can be shared with other emergency crews in 
real time. The result is a uniform command and situation 
overview for all forces involved up to the command center. 
The digital solutions are modular and can be used by all fire 
servics and emergency response organisations.
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RDS Connected Drones.

Saving valuable minutes when it counts.

Those who know more make better decisions. Often, however, there is not much time for analysis. This is especially 
true for emergency response organisations. The use of drones makes it possible to obtain the necessary information 
more quickly: the flying sensors make it possible to quickly survey locations, locate hotspots, detect hazardous  
substances or track down missing persons more effectively. This means a big step forward in raising awareness, as 
well as in safety and cost efficiency.

Full integration

All data from the drone is fed directly into RDS Connected Command, making it available to the operation's decision 
makers. This visual (or, depending on the sensor, also thermal) information can be used on the move and displayed and 
processed in the command center. This enables better decisions on the efficient and safe use of resources (personnel, 
vehicles and equipment).

RDS Connected
Digital solutions for the fire service.

RDS Connected Drone

10 km Range Full HD

Full integration

 � Perfect operational overview in seconds
 � Full integration into operations management system
 � More protection for the crew
 � Lowering costs

www.rosenbauer.com Follow us on

Text and images non-binding. The images may depict special editions that are only available at an additional charge. Subject to change due to technical advances.
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Those who know more make better decisions. Often, however, there is not much time for analysis. This is especially 
true for emergency response organisations. The use of drones makes it possible to obtain the necessary information 
more quickly: the flying sensors make it possible to quickly survey locations, locate hotspots, detect hazardous  
substances or track down missing persons more effectively. This means a big step forward in raising awareness, as 
well as in safety and cost efficiency.

Full integration

All data from the drone is fed directly into RDS Connected Command, making it available to the operation's decision 
makers. This visual (or, depending on the sensor, also thermal) information can be used on the move and displayed and 
processed in the command center. This enables better decisions on the efficient and safe use of resources (personnel, 
vehicles and equipment).

RDS Connected
Digital solutions for the fire service.

RDS Connected Drone

10 km Range Full HD

Full integration

 � Perfect operational overview in seconds
 � Full integration into operations management system
 � More protection for the crew
 � Lowering costs

www.rosenbauer.com Follow us on

Text and images non-binding. The images may depict special editions that are only available at an additional charge. Subject to change due to technical advances.

Saving valuable minutes when it counts.

RDS Connected Drones.




